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Open Source Storage Lights Up
New Data Center for Infinidisc
LITTLETON, CO (March 3, 2009) Open Source Storage, a leading developer of Network
Attached Archival products, announced the opening of their Infinidisc data center. The
new Infinidisc data center will satisfy the growing demand for the new Infinidisc Archive
Appliance which incorporates fully automatic and transparent vaulting technology. The
combination of the Infinidisc Archive Appliance and the award-winning Infinidisc Vaulting
Software continues to drive the overall value proposition and ROI for the customer. This
ensures that Infinidisc customers can be confident of complete open network
compatibility, functionality and full interoperability between the cloud and the enterprise.
The opening of our new data center as part of the Infinidisc Archive Initiative is very
attractive to our customers,” said Chuck Larabie, Vice President of Marketing “more
importantly; our commitment to open standards assures our customers of long term
accessibility and preservation of their data.
A Greener Data Center. The Infinidisc Data Center has been designed with the future in
mind. Located in the cool Rocky Mountains the Infidisc Data Center is able to capitalize
on the cool alpine air utilizing a state of the art “air side economizers” reducing power
and cooling costs by up to 20%. This savings is passed directly to the customer.
The Infinidisc Archive Appliance eliminates the need for traditional proprietary archival
solutions by delivering a complete appliance vaulting solution which transforms the
classic and costly capital expense to an affordable subscription service. Appliance
pricing starts at $600 and unlimited data subscriptions are $89.00
About Open Source Storage
Founded in 2003, Open Source Storage has its headquarters in Littleton, Colorado. Open Source Storage is a leading
developer of network attached archival appliances and its corporate focus is delivering affordable open archival solutions
to all major markets. More information can be found at www.infinidisc.com
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